With eFreight360 Episcale is
revolutionizing the classic
documentation tool - paper - with
cutting-edge digital XML
technology that automatically
captures and communicates all
air freight shipping
documentation, and forever
eliminates the frustration,
expense and insecurity of paper.

Product Overview

eFreight360 is a Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud solution that runs on multiple devices, employs military level security, and is fully
aligned with the IATA e-Freight standard. Any document managed by eFreight360 carries a PDF receipt and can be printed at any
time if absolutely required. eFreight360 gives users the ability to look up routes and evaluate multiple quote alternatives to increase
their profits. eFreight360’s Integration Agent (EFIA) capabilities enable customers to easily integrate ePouch XML data into their
current enterprise systems, and encourage paperless XML communication with shippers.

Lower Costs

#SmartForms Technology

Secure and Reliable

Even if you are partially or fully deployed,
efreight360 is still right for you. Our
current customers report savings of at least
$5.00 per paper transaction replaced with
SmartForms. Start-Up costs are minimal,
and all you need is a user ID and password
to get started.

eFreight360
uses
SmartForms®
technology. A SmartForm makes data
capture easy, accurate and secure.
SmartForms can be deployed on the cloud
allowing their easy completion by any
authorized person, anytime, anywhere,
using any device, on or off-line.

SmartForms can be easily printed at any
point in the process. Digital ‘Documents
of Record’ remain instantly retrievable or
saved for as long as they are required.
eFreight360 provides a stunning new
standard never before available in support
of the IATA e-Freight initiative.

eFreight360 starts with the AWB booking process. The system offers multiple methods of booking and confirming cargo space with
any carrier or circumstance and automatically leverages data to create the digital ePouch.


For booking with most Carriers
eFreight360 offers customers our standard messaging capability to communicate and leverage booking and confirmation
information entirely inside of eFreight360.
 Once that process is completed, eFreight360 leverages that booking data directly into the digital XML ePouch. This
method easily replaces older booking processes like phone calls, unstructured emails, fax and others. No unreliable
and expensive scanning or OCR processes are required.



For booking with proprietary Carrier systems
 When necessary, eFreight360 supports the booking AWB process via airline and other proprietary systems outside
of eFreight360. In such cases, eFreight360 provides Integration Agents that are installed within the customer’s
firewalled networks to securely hoist data to eFreight360 SaaS for the production of the ePouch.
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eFreight360 is the best technology for 100% IATA e-Freight adoption. Simple, Powerful, Connected, Affordable.

